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As the number of elderly relative to the number of nonelderly
grows, the integrity of our retirement income security system will
be tested.

Shifts in the Tide: The Impact of Changing Demographics
on Employers, Employees, and Retirees

Fundamental changes in the age distribution of the U.S. population
are likely to affect both employers and current and future employees,
and will have important implications for the financing of public
programs such as Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid.

Declining fertility rates since the baby boom and longer life expectan-
cies have led to tremendous increases in the number of elderly relative
to nonelderly persons. To compound matters, fundamental changes
are occurring within the labor force. The labor force participation of
women has been increasing, while the trend toward earlier retirement
continues.

These demographic changes are likely to have multiple consequences.
For employers, a slower rate of labor force growth and changing needs
of the labor force are likely to increase and perhaps restructure labor
compensation. For society, the growing number of public program
beneficiaries relative to workers is likely to affect the financing and/
or the benefit structure of these programs.

Increasingly, workers are confronted with difficult questions concern-
ing their dependents. For many, those dependents are children, but
those dependents could be parents or a spouse. Options are confusing
and often limited. Productivity is likely to be affected as employees
struggle to care for dependents.

As the number of elderly relative to the number of nonelderly grows,
the integrity of our retirement income security system will be tested.
In particular, Medicare and Medicaid will face serious financial con-
straints that are likely to lead to increases in taxes, contributions from
retirees, reductions in benefits, or some combination of all three.
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Introduction Chart I
Average Life Expectancy of 65-Yeor-Olde

The age distribution in the United States has been Ex_ j by Sex and Year
undergoing a persistent and fundamental change. Most a.,.r_,_r_
of this change has been caused by changes in life 19 ...............................

expectancy and fertility, or birth, rates. Changes in 18. *"

family structure and in labor force participation have 17.
compounded the complexities of the changing age 16.
distribution. In addition, the labor force participation of lS.
women and mothers has increased while workers 14.

demonstrate a propensity to retire earlier. Earlier 13,
retirement, in conjunction with longer life expectancies 12................................................
and changing family structure, has brought into focus 11,
the issue of income security in retirement. 10 ......................................................................1900 1910 1920 1900 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980

This Issue Brief examines these changes as they are Calendaryear

likely to affect employers, employee compensation, and I "" Men -.- WomenI
economic security programs for retirees, t Most of the Source: For 1900to 1980,Faber,J.F.,andA.H. Wade,Ufe
demographic factors examined coalesce around the Tables for _e United States: 1900--2050.U.S. Departmentof
baby boom and the baby bust cohort, or group, as it HealthandHumanServices,SocialSecurityAdministration,
moves first into the labor market and later into retire- Actuarialstudyno. 89. For 1981to 1985. U.S. Departmentof

ment. Since children born today will enter the labor Healthand HumanServices,PublicHealthService,NationalCentarfor HealthStatistics,Health,UnitedStates,1986,table12.
market as the baby boom generation retires, the demo-
graphic composition of the future work force is largely
determined, signaling some of the changes likely to life expectancy at birth increased by 28 years (from age
affect employers and public programs. These changes 47 to age 75) and at age 65 by nearly 5 years (from age
may have an impact on the labor supply and labor 77 to age 82; chart 1). In 1900, only 25 percent of
compensation, including employee benefits, as well as persons in the United States lived beyond age 65; by
on publicly financed social insurance and welfare 1985, 30 percent lived 80 years or longer. In 1900,
programs. Employer, union, and employee responses median age at death was 55.2 years for men and 58.2
to demographic change could lead to a restructuring of years for women. By 1985, median age at death had
labor compensation and possibly tailoring employee increased to 74.7 years for men and to 82.4 years for
benefits to better accommodate the changing work women. By 2025, it is estimated that life expectancy for
force. 65-year-olds could be 20 years.

With the exception of the period from 1946 to 1957,
From Baby Boom to Baby Bust fertility rates have been declining since the turn of the

19th century. The general fertility rate declined by one-
Declines in Mortality and Fertility half between 1800 and 1910 and then fell again by one-

half between 1910 and 1980 (Fuchs, 1983). Live births

Mortality rates have declined dramatically since the per 1,000 women age 15 to 44 were approximately 130
turn of the century. As a result, between 1900 and 1985 in 1900, 117.9 by 1920, and 79.9 by 1940. 2

1 Portionsof this lssut Br/efhavebeendrawnfroma forthcoming 2 Livebirthsper thousandwomen, ages 15to 44, areused for
EBRI-ERFpolicystudy, FinancingLong-TermCare. In addition, fertilityratesrather than the birthsper1,000residents(birthrate)
elaborationof many of the topics canbefound in Americain becausethismeasureallowsforchangesin the numberof women
Transition:Benefitsfor theFuture,Washington,DC:Employee of childbearingage asa proportionof thepopulation(U.S.
Benefit ResearchInstitute, 1987. Departmentof Commerce, 1975).
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TI.Fertility '40-'85

Total Fedility Total Fertility Fertility Rate
40 2.301 2301
41 2.399 2399
42 2.628 2628
43 2.718 2718
44 2.568 2568
45 2.491 2491
46 2.943 2943
47 3.274 3274

48 3.109 3109 _ _(£o_c__C_ cC__r __-
49 3.11 3110

50 3.091 3091 C_o.V--_ ,_.) _..__
51 3.269 3269
52 3.358 3358 .,_k-_'Y"i _ 1%5(_c- "_ _c-_C
53 3.424 3424 _-_-----
54 3.543 3543
55 3.58 3580
56 3.689 3689
57 3.767 3767
58 3.701 3701
59 3.67 3670
60 3.6536 3653.6
61 3.6203 3620.3
62 3.4613 3461.3
63 3.3188 3318.8
64 3.1905 3190.5
65 2.9126 2912.6
66 2.7214 2721.4
67 2.5577 2557.7
68 2.4642 2464.2
69 2.4555 2455.5
70 2.48 2480
71 2.2665 2266.5
72 2.01 2010
73 1.879 1879
74 1.835 1 835
75 1.774 1 774
76 1.738 1 738
77 1.7895 1789.5
78 1.76 1760
79 1.808 1808
80 1.8395 1839.5
81 1.815 1815
82 1.8285 1828.5
83 1.8025 1802.5
84 1.8055 1805.5
85 1.8425 1842.5

sources:NCHS Monthly Vital Statistics Report (Vol 36, No. 4 Supplement, July 17, 1987 T_
1-6, HHS, Office of Health Research, Statistics, and Technology, NCHS "Vital Stat
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From 1946 to 1957, fertility rates increased dramati- Chart 2

cally--peaking at 122.9 in 1957. By 1964, however, the Total Fertility Rates 1940-1985
rates had fallen below pre-1945 levels. By comparison, Rate poe
the fertility rate was 64.9 in 1986 (U.S. Department of 1.000Women
Health and Human Services, 1987d). The "boom" of 4,
children born between 1945 and 1964 added 76 million

persons to the population--the equivalent of the entire 3'5t _ ,,,,_,,_e_._
U.S. population in 1900 (Pifer, 1986). The sheer size of 34.____1 "_ %
this cohort has had relatively drai_'_atic effects on the 2.6_ J _a_ Babybust

educational system, the labor market, capital formation, 2_F'_' -- Babyboom
the housing market, and the market for all other goods _,,_,_,_
and services. 3 1.54.

1-'" : :-'-':'' :'- :'''- -'''''''' : : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I

1040 1045 1050 1955 1060 1065 1970 1975 1060 1985

Sources: For 1970 to 1985: U.S. Department of Health and
HumanServices,PublicHealthService,NationalCenterfor

With the exception of the period from 1946 to HealthStatistics. VitalStatistics Report4 (1987). table 4. For

1957, fertility rates have been declining since 1959to 1969:NationalCenterforHealthStatistics. VitalStatistics of the United States, 1976, vol. 1 (1980), tables 1-6.

the turn of the 19th century. For 1940 to 1958: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census,HistoricalStatisticsof the UnitedStates,Colonial
77mesto 1970(Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPdnting
Office,1975)tableB 11-19.

Declining fertility and mortality rates give the impres- of the baby boom generation is likely to affect retire-
sion that the U.S. population is aging. The number of ment income and health care programs, the process will
persons age 65 or older is growing faster than the be relatively gradual, evolving over a 25-year period.
number of persons under age 65. In fact, the fastest By 2010, when the oldest baby boomers are reaching
growing group of people are those age 85 or older, age 65, the elderly population is expected to exceed 13
While both the absolute number and the percentage of percent of the total U.S. population. In 2020, when less
the population age 65 and older has been increasing, the than one-half of the baby boom generation is likely to
percentage of the population under age 16 has been have reached age 65, the Census Bureau projects that
declining. At the turn of the century, the Census the number of elderly persons will have nearly doubled
counted 3.1 million people age 65 or older (elderly), its current size and will represent more than 17 percent
representing 4 percent of the population; by 1980 more of the population. When nearly all of the baby boom
than 11 percent (or 25.5 million) were elderly. The generation have reached age 65---in 2030--there will be
Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) estimates 140 percent more elderly persons than there are today,
that in 1986 the number of elderly Americans exceeded or almost 65 million, representing 21 percent of the
26.8 million and represented more than 12 percent of population.
the total population. 4

Will Fertility Rates Continue to Fall?

The growth in the number of elderly will precede the
retirement of the baby boomers? Although retirement Declining fertility rates since the baby boom have

produced smaller population cohorts: the "baby bust"
generation--the relatively smaller number of children

3 Foran overview, see Russell,1982. born since 1960---and the "birth-dearth" generation of4 Estimatebasedon U.S.Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof the
CensusMarch1986Current Population Survey. children born since 1972, when fertility rates declined

s EBRI tabulations suggest that in 1985 the baby boom numbered below replacement rate levels (Wattenberg, 1987).
approximately 62 million persons age 21 to40. Many observers thought that the baby bust would be
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Table 1

Civilian Labor Force by Sex, Age, Race, and Hispanic Origin,
1986 and Moderate Growth Projections, 2000

Level(inthousands) PercentChange PercentDistribution GrowthRate

Group 1986 Projected, 1986--2000 Projected, 1986-2000
2000 2000

Total,16and over 117,837 138,775 17.8 100.0 1.2

Men, 16 andover 65,423 73,136 11.8 52.7 0.8
16 to 24 12,251 11,506 -6.1 8.3 -0.4
25 to 54 44,406 53,024 19.4 38.2 1.3
55 and over 8,766 8,606 -1.8 6.2 -0.1

Women, 16 and over 52,414 65,639 25.2 47.3 1.6
16to 24 11,117 11,125 0.1 8.0 c
25 to 54 35,159 47,756 35.8 34.4 2.2
55 and over 6,138 6,758 10.1 4.9 0.7

White,16 and over 101,801 116,701 14.6 84.1 1.0
Black,16 and over 12,684 16,334 28.8 11.8 1.8
Asian and other,z16
and over 3,352 5,740 71.2 4.1 3.9

Hispanic,b16 and over 8,076 14,086 74.4 10.2 4.1

Source: Fullerton,HowardN., Jr. "LaborForce Projections:1986to 20003 Monthly Labor Review 9 (September1987): 19-29.
aThe"Asianandother"group includesAmericanIndians,Alaskannatives,Asians,Pacific Islanders. The historicdata are derived
by subtracting"black"fromthe "blackand other"groupprojectionsand made directly.
bpersonsof Hispanicoriginmaybe of any race. Labor forcedata forHispanicsare notavailablebefore1976.
CTherate is -0.05 to 0.05 percent.

short-lived. They expected a boom of babies from are below replacement levels, but most observers feel
families that had delayed having children. Although that net immigration is not likely to be this large (War-
baby boomers have delayed child-bearing, there has not tenberg, 1987). The World Bank and the United Nations
yet been another baby boom. 6 Whether or not fertility estimate that 435,000 people immigrate to the United
rates will continue to decline is a matter of some States annually. Census Bureau estimates of emigra-
controversy, but most analysts believe that they will not tion and legal and illegal immigration suggest that
increase substantially. Chart 2 traces total fertility rates before the passage of the Immigration and Reform
per 1,000 women from 1940 to 1985. Total fertility Control Act of 1986, annual net immigration had been
estimates how many children a woman is likely to have averaging less than half a million persons a year. Legal
during her entire reproductive cycle, immigration has been averaging 551,000 over the last

seven years (Wattenberg, 1987), while "illegal" immi-
Will Net Immigration Continue to Grow? gration has ranged from 100,000 to 300,000 per year and

A net immigration to the United States of I million emigration has averaged 160,000 per year (Butz, et al.,
persons a year could compensate for fertility rates that 1982).

Because of the prolonged declines in the fertility rate, a
6 Since1975,thebirth rateof women age 36to 39has beenincrea_ substantial portion of the growth in the labor force ising. In 1985,the largestincreasein birthrateswas amongwomen

age35 to 39(4.8percent). Duringthisperiod, the numberof births likely to consist of new immigrants, particularly from
per 1,000women age15 to 44,however, hascontinuedto decline. Mexico and Asia. Since the 1950s, the number of new
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HISTORICAL LF PART. RATES

F G H
3 MAll: FEMALE
4 1 940 95.6 29.9

5 1941 95.5 29.96 1942 96.4 34

7 1943 96.4 39.5 , . v--,"_(tY_ _ ,(_. 58 1 944 9 7 39.3

9 1945 97.9 39 _Ov" t"_1 0 1946 91.4 34.5
1 1 1947 97.1 34.5
1 2 1948 97.2 35
1 3 1949 97.2 35.6
1 4 1950 97.1 36.4
1 5 1951 97.6 37.5
1 6 1952 98.1 37.9
1 7 1 953 97.9 37.5
1 8 1 9541 97.8 37.8
1 9 1 955 97.9 38.2
2 0 1956 97.7 39.2
2 1 1957 97.6 39.4
2 2 1958 97.6 39.6
2 3 1 959; 97.7 39.4
24 1960 97.7 39.9
2 5 1961 97.6 40.3
2 6 1962 97.5 40.4
2 7 1963 97.5 41.3
2 8 1964 97.4 41.4
2 9 1965 97.4 42.5
3 0 1 966 97.4 43.5
3 1 1967 97.4 45.1
3 2 1968 97.2 45.8
3 3 1 969 9 7 46.8
3 4 1970 96.6 47.9
3 5 1971 96.2 48.4
3 6 1 972 9 6 49.7
3 7 1 973 95.9 51.7
3 8 1974 95.9 53.5
3 9 1975 95.4 55.3
4 0 1 976 95.3 57.6
4 1 1977 95.5 59.6
4 2 1978 95.4 62
4 3 1 979 95.5 63.8
4 4 1 980 95.3 65.5
45 1981 95.1 66.8
4 6 1982 95 68
4 7 1983 94.7 68.9
4 8 1984 94.8 69.9
49 1985 94.8 71.3
5 0 1986 94.7 72.3
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F G H
5 1 1 9871 94.9 73.3
5 2 1988 94.8153846 74.0692308
53 1989 94.7307692 74.8384615
54 199(] 94.6461538 75.6076923
55 1991 94.5615385 76.3769231
5 6 1992 94.4769231 77.1461538
57 1993 94.3923077 77.9153846
58 1994 94.3076923 78.6846154
5 9 1995 94.2230769 79.4538462
60 1996 94.1384615 80.2230769
6 1 1997 94.0538462 80.9923077
62 1998 93.9692308 81.7615385
63 1999 93.8846154 82,5307692
6 4 200(] 93.8 83.3
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immigrants from Europe has fallen dramatically, from of women, which grew at a small, relatively constant
59 percent of the immigrants between 1951 and 1960 to rate since before the turn of the century, began to
19 percent between 1971 and 1980, while the number of increase in the mid-1950s. In 1940, the labor force

Asians has soared (from 6 percent to 35 percent of new participation rate among women age 25 to 44 was 29.9
immigrants). The share of legal residents from Mexico percent; in 1987, the rate was 73.3 percent (chart 3).
has increased slightly (from 13 percent to 15 percent),

but Mexicans are estimated to constitute more than one- The largest source of growth in the labor force partici-
half of all the illegal new immigrants (Butz, et al., 1982). pation of women has been married women. From 1960

As a consequence, recent Department of Labor (DOL) to 1986, the labor force participation rate of women age
estimates of the labor force to the year 2000 show that 20 to 24 increased by 33.1 percentage points among
more than 29 percent of labor force growth is likely to women who were married; 16.4 percentage points for
consist of Hispanics, and 11 percent is likely to consist women who were separated, divorced, or widowed;
of Asians (computed from table 1). and 1.6 percentage points for women who were single.

Similarly, the labor force participation rate for women
Changes within the Labor Force age 25 to 34 increased the most for married women

(38.7 percentage points) followed by separated, di-
Two of the most pervasive labor force trends have been vorced, or widowed women (22.9 percentage points)
the growing proportion of women in the paid labor and single women (1.2 percentage points) (U.S. Depart-
market and earlier retirement. Labor force participation ment of Commerce, 1986a).

Chart 3

Labor Force Participation Rates by Sex, Individuals Age 25-44,
Actual 1940--1985 and Projected 2000

Percentage
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Sources: For 1940 to 1970: U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof the Census,Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1970 (Washington,DC: U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,1975). For 1971 to 1987: unpublisheddata from
the U.S. Department of Labor,Bureauof LaborStatistics. For2000: Fullerton,HowardN., Jr., Monthly Labor Review 9
(1987).
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Among married women, the largest increase in the can expect to have worked less than 39 years but to
labor force participation rate has been among mothers, have been retired for 25 years. A woman who retires at
In 1960, 18.6 percent of married women with a husband age 60 can expect to live until age 83. If she does,
present and children under age 6 were in the labor retirement is likely to exceed 29 years, based on 39 years
force; by 1986, 53.4 percent of married women in this of work (or less, if she ever left the labor force to raise
situation were in the labor force (U.S. Department of children). 7
Commerce, 1986a). About 61.4 percent of mothers with _

children under age 18 were in the work force (U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1986a). @ O

With more mothers entering the labor force, day care The tendency to retire earlier, in conjunction
for preschool children and care for 'qatch-key" children with declines in mortality and fertility, has
has been an emergent issue for employers, communi- raised the significance of retirement to the
ties, and public policymakers. Since members of the
baby boom cohort are still in their childbearing years, individual and society, especially in terms of
the problem of obtaining affordable quality care is not the cost of supporting the retired population.
likely to diminish in the short run. Over the last few
years, Congress has had a full slate of child care issues _ O_ 4b
on its agenda, including legislation to increase public
funding for child care programs as well as legislation
that would mandate employers to offer a period of It is impossible to predict whether the trend toward
unpaid leave to employees for the care of a newly born, early retirement will change. Some analysts contend
newly adopted, or seriously ill child or parent. The that, given the changes in Social Security's normal
employer would be required to reinstate the employee retirement age from age 65 to age 67 (by 2027), the
in the same or equivalent job and provide health average age of retirement will increase, but most feel
coverage during the employee's absence (EBRI, 1987, that the impact of this change will be minimal. If
1988). employers, too, begin to raise the normal retirement age

or provide incentives to delay retirement, the average

While the labor force participation of women has been age of retirement could increase. But other factors, such

increasing, successive cohorts of workers are retiring as poor health, other sources of retirement income, and
individual preferences for retirement could dominateearlier (EBRI, 1986). In 1970, 83 percent of all men age

55 to 64 were in the labor force; this rate dropped to 67.3 the decision to retire.
percent in 1986. The participation rate for women age

55 to 64 also declined during this period--from 43 O The Potential Impact on Employers
percent to 42.3 percent--despite a strongly rising trend

in the participation rate of all other women. Relatively Employers are likely to be affected by these changes in a
few persons age 65 or older were working in 1986--- number of different ways. First, employers are likely to

only 16 percent of men and 7.4 percent of women. In experience a slower rate of growth in the labor force,
1970, 26.8 percent of men and 9.7 percent of women age which will tend to exert upward pressure on the cost of
65 or older were in the labor force (U.S. Department of labor. Second, the changing composition of the work
Labor, 1985, 1987). force--older, with a larger percentage of women--in

conjunction with declines in the rate of labor growth,

The tendency to retire earlier, in conjunction with may exert pressures on employers to provide new
declines in mortality and fertility, has raised the signifi- employee benefits. Unless employee compensation is
cance of retirement to the individual and society,

especially in terms of the cost of supporting the retired
population. A man retiring at age 60 can expect to live 7 Lifeexpectancies are based on U.S.Department of Commerce,
at least 17.3 years in retirement. If he lives to age 77, he 1986a(table108),and Faberand Wade, 1983.
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Table 2
Projected Employment by Age and Sex and Total Labor Market Variables, 1980-2055

Employment(millions)

Male Female TotalLaborMarketVariables

16-24 25-64 65or Sub- 16-24 25-64 65or Sub- Employment Labor Hours Compen-Average
over total over total (millions) force worked sation annual

(millions) per rate compen-
worker (1972 sation

Year dollars) (1972(dollars)

1980 12.1 44.4 1.9 58.4 9.7 28.2 1.1 39.0 97.4 105.5 1,508 $ 5.51 $ 8,312
1990 10.8 53.0 2.1 65.9 9.3 36.2 1.4 47.0 112.9 119.1 1,509 6.25 9,434
2000 11.1 55.9 1.8 68.8 10.8 45.1 1.1 57.0 125.8 132.5 1,471 7.47 10,998
2010 12.5 56.7 2.1 71.3 12.2 50.6 0.9 63.6 134.9 142.0 1,426 8.62 12,287
2020 11.8 56.4 2.9 71.0 11.5 52.9 1.1 65.6 136.7 143.4 1,397 9.59 13,398
2030 12.8 55.4 3.4 71.8 12.6 53.9 1.3 67.8 139.6 146.3 1,369 10.82 14,806
2040 12.8 57.0 3.4 73.2 12.6 57.2 1.2 71.1 144.3 150.8 1,344 12.79 17,185
2050 13.0 57.1 3.7 73.9 12.8 58.0 1.3 72.2 146.1 152.3 1,309 15.37 20,123
2055 13.4 57.3 3.9 74.5 13.2 58.2 1.4 72.8 147.3 153.5 1,291 16.86 21,763

Rateof Growth

1980-2010 0.11% 0.82%0.33% 0.67% 0.77% 1.97% -0.67% 1.64% 1.09% 1.00% -1.19% 1.50% 1.31%
2010-2055 0.15 0.02 1.39 0.10 0.18 0.31 0.99 0.30 0.20 0.17 -0.22 1.49 1.26
1980-20550.14 0.34 0.96 0.33 0.41 0.97 0.32 0.84 0.55 0.50 -0.21 1.50 1.29

Source:U.S. Departmentof HealthandHumanServices,PublicHealthService,NationalInslitutesofHealth,NalionalInstituteonAging,Macro-
ecenomiG-DemographicModel(1982version),tables10-8and10-9.

restructured, the addition of new benefits will also raise than at any time since the Great Depression (Hudson

the cost of labor. Third, employers with unfunded post- Institute, Inc., 1987), growing on average 1.2 percent per
retirement medical benefits may find their labor costs year--less than one-half the average growth rate
relative to sales or profits increasing as the proportion throughout the 1970s. Between 1986 and the year 2000
of retirees to active workers increases. Fourth, as the number of workers age 16 to 24 in the labor force is
taxpayers, employers are likely to continue to pay for projected to remain roughly constant (table 1).
Social Security, Medicaid, and Medicare--including any

expansion in these programs to cover long-term care. The National Institute on Aging's macroeconomic-
Barring reductions in benefits, the growing number of demographic model (MDM) estimates demographic
beneficiaries and recipients relative to the base of change and economic growth simultaneously to pro-
financial support could lead to tax increases, including duce macroeconomic projections between 1980 and
increases in corporate income and property taxes. 2055. The model projects that there will be 6.3 million

fewer persons in the labor force by the year 2000 than
The Pool of Employees: Tighter Labor Markets the more recent DOL projections, but depicts similar

rates of growth: 1.14 percent between 1980 and 2000.
Firms that have traditionally relied on new entrants into Between 2000 and 2010, the MDM projects that the
the work force (fast food outlets and grocery stores) annual rate of growth in the labor force will be 0.69

have already experienced rising labor costs as they percent, and during the time when the baby boom is
compete for workers under age 24--children of the retiring (between 2010 and 2030), the labor force is

baby bust cohort (Bernstein, et al., 1987). DOL projec- expected to grow 0.15 percent annually (computed from

tions through the year 2000 indicate that between now table 2). Before 2010, the MDM projects annual growth
and then the labor force will increase at a slower rate rates in employment to be greatest among women age
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Table 3

Projections of Earnings and Unemployment as a Share of GNP, 1980 to 2055

Total GNP Earningsas Unemployment
Year Earnings a Shareof GNP Rate_

(billionsof 1972dollars)

1980 $ 809 $1,423 56.87% 7.68%
1990 1,065 1,688 63.09 5.21
2000 1,383 1,998 69.19 5.06
2010 1,658 2,299 72.10 5.00
2020 1,832 2,527 72.49 4.67
2030 2,068 2,744 75.35 4.58
2040 2,480 2,996 82.78 4.31
2050 2,940 3,195 92.02 4.07
2055 3,207 3,290 97.47 4.04

Source:EBRI tabulationsof projectionsfrom U.S. Departmentof Health andHuman Services,PublicHealthService, National
Institutesof Health, National InstituteonAging,Macroeconomic-Demographic Model (1982 version),tables10-4 and 10-8.

25 to 64; after 2010, employment is expected to grow the cost of labor but raise the unit cost of labor as lesser-
fastest among men age 65 and older. Compensation is skilled employees are replaced by fewer higher skilled
expected to grow at a slower rate after 2010, while the employees. If the demand for employees to maintain
total number of hours worked will decline at a faster the more complicated machinery grows relatively faster
rate than before 2010. than the supply of employees, per unit labor costs will

either be bid up directly (through wages) or indirectly
The decline in the growth of entry level workers and the (through higher training costs).
eventual overall decline in employment growth is likely
to raise the cost of labor. The MDM projects that Postretirement Medical Benefits

earnings as a share of gross national product (GNP) are Health insurance as a retirement benefit is an important
likely to increase dramatically, from 56.9 percent in 1980 source of insurance coverage for retirees and their
to 97.5 percent in 2055. The unemployment rate during dependents. In 1984, an estimated 3.1 million retirees
this time is expected to decline from 7.7 percent to 4 age 45 to 64 and 6.0 million retirees age 65 or older and
percent (table 3). The growing share of GNP repre- their dependents had insurance from a postretirement
sented by earnings reflects projected earnings growing medical plan. Among the elderly not employed, 21
faster than GNP. From 1980 to 2010, total earnings are percent had some form of supplemental insurance from
expected to grow at an annual rate of 2.4 percent, while a previous employer (Chollet and Friedland, forthcom-
GNP grows at 1.6 percent. From 2010 to 2055, growth ing). At least 76 percent of all current full-time health
rates are expected to decrease from 1.5 percent to 0.8 plan participants in medium and large establishments
percent, have access to a postretirement medical benefit before

age 65, and 68 percent have coverage after age 65 (DOL,
The rising cost of labor is likely to encourage employers 1987).
either to alter their mix of capital (plant and equipment)

and labor or move their plants to another country. Virtually all employers finance these benefits on a
Industry, product demand, and technology will deter- current-cost basis, rather than funding accruing liability
mine the degree to which an employer will be able to by setting aside funds during the employee's active
substitute capital for workers. Substituting more work career. Estimates of accrued unfunded liability
sophisticated capital for labor might reduce the total vary from as little as $98 billion in 1983 for current
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workers age 40 and older (DOL, 1986) to more than tions, arthritis, or rheumatism. Currently, among the
five times that amount. Amortizing the estimated U.S. population, three out of four deaths are caused by
accrued liability of $98 billion over 20 years would degenerative diseases, which primarily affect the
more than double employers' 1985 postretirement elderly (Olshansky and Ault, 1986; U.S. Congress,
medical benefit plan costs, from an estimated $4.6 1985b; and Manton, 1982). Many of these persons need
billion to $10.8 billion (DOL, 1986). help that can vary from being driven to the grocery
....................... store to assistance with such essential daily activities as

eating or using the bathroom. This type of assistance is
"_ _ @ often necessary for persons with cognitive dysfunctions

and degenerative brain diseases, such as Alzheimer's
As more workers help to care for their parents disease or related dementias. 1°

or other relatives, productivity on the job is
likely to be affected. Consequently, to stay out of an institution, more

parents are likely to become dependent on their chil-

O O @ dren. As more workers help to care for their parents or
other relatives, productivity on the job is likely to be
affected. When employees use sick leave, come in late,

The magnitude of the unfunded liability is directly leave early, extend their lunch hours, or need to make
related to future health care costs and the number of personal telephone calls because they are trying to

retirees. Financing on a current-cost basis becomes juggle two or three roles at once---employee, parent,
more or less expensive, depending on the company's and caretaker or care coordinator--their work probably
relative growth. For instance, the current cost of suffers. Productivity can also be impaired when an
postretirement medical benefits per active employee employee refuses to accept a promotion, reduces his or
will be relatively smaller if health care costs do not her hours, or quits to care for a chronically ill depend-

ent. Between 12 and 30 percent of employees with anincrease and the proportion of active workers to retirees
increases. However, if this ratio decreases---the situ- elderly, chronically ill parent have quit their jobs to

ation for most employers---the cost of the postretire- become full-time caregivers (Brody, et al., 1987). At
ment plan per employee will increase. Rising health least two large employers have found that about 30
care costs further accelerate plan costs. 8 percent of their employees are caring for an elderlyrelative.

Longer life expectancies, regardless of whether the plan
is financed on a current basis or is prefunded, will Recognizing that caregiving among their employees
increase the cost of retiree health insurance plans. For may lower productivity by affecting emotional and
plans that prefund, the propensity of workers to retire physical well-being, employers or unions might begin
earlier also raises plan costs, as the funding period is considering the restructuring of employee benefits
shortened and the benefit period is lengthened? programs. Information and referral services, counseling,

time off to care for a dependent, and alternative deliv-

New Employee Benefits Needs
10In 1980,the number of personswith Alzheimer'sdiseaseand

Longer lives are not always free of chronic disabilities, relateddisorderswas estimatedat 2 million. Withoutchangesin
Increasingly, death is likely to be caused by chronic preventionor treatment,therecould be3.8millionpersonswith adegenerativebraindiseaseby the year2003and 8.5millionby the
medical conditions, such as heart or respiratory condi- year2050 (Brody,Brock,and Williams,1987). Depressionand

other mentalillness are alsocommonamong the elderly, butnot
much is knownabout their impacton death and disability,

8 From1985to 1986,employer costsfor healthinsurance increased although the elderly havehigher ratesof suicide than any other
four timesfasterthan general priceincreases, age group. Ithas beensuggested that the rateof suicideamong

9 Fora sensitivityanalysis of the actuarialassumptionsnecessaryto the elderly has been increasingfaster than forany other agegroup
measureand fundpostretirementmedicalbenefits,see Doran,et becauseof the increase in the length of time olderpersonssuffer
al., 1987. fromchronicillness (Manton,etal., 1987).
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ery or financing options such as adult day care and The market for long-term care insurance has been
long-term care insurance are ways employers have inhibited by the absence of sound actuarial data and a
begun to address the problems employees experience as lack of consumer interest. Furthermore, insurance
caregivers. At least 35 employers have publicly an- regulation and tax laws have been viewed as obstacles,
nounced benefit changes or enhancements that provide partly because they have not explicitly defined long-
some form of elder care assistance, term care. For most people, long-term care is a new

concept; but as more people learn about the extent of
Employers have also been discussing the feasibility of Medicare and Medicaid coverage of long-term care,
offering long-term care insurance. At least one em- this market is likely to expand.
ployer has been offering long-term care insurance to its
retirees for more than a year, and no less than 12 others Similar to employer-provided health insurance, em-
have either begun or publicly announced plans to offer ployer-provided long-term care insurance is likely to
access to long-term care insurance for active workers, offer advantages to consumers and could also lead to a
retirees, and, in most cases, workers' parents. Many relative reduction in public expenditures for long-term
other employers are quietly discussing what can be care. 1_A group product might provide better coverage
done. In a survey of 144 large corporations conducted than an individual product at the same cost. Insurance
in 1987by the Washington Business Group on Health, sold to a large employee group broadens the risk pool
55 respondents said they either were investigating the to include younger, healthier populations, which can
feasibility of offering long-term care as an employee reduce adverse selection and also lower marketing and
benefit or had done so in the past two years. Among administrative costs. Furthermore, the development of
those who had not undertaken an investigation, 38 said large buyers of long-term care (insurance carriers) is
they anticipated doing so in the next two years (Levin likely to facilitate the development of a delivery system
and Frobom, 1987). capable of providing a continuum of appropriate health

care.

_:-_ _ _ Pressure on Employers from Publicly

Financed Programs
Almost 31 million persons, or nearly 13 percent

of the U.S. population, were Medicare benefi- Three publicly financed programs, Social Security,
ciaries in 1986, and total expenditures for the Medicare, and Medicaid, are the most important

sources of retirement income security for the elderly.
program were $74.1 billion. The financial health of these programs is likely to affect

employers, employees, and retirees. Workers who
--- _= qualify for Social Security can obtain benefits at age 65

or at an actuariaUy reduced rate after age 62. Medicare

The market for long-term care insurance is in its in- provides protection against the high cost of acute and
fancy--but nearly all large insurance carriers are either ambulatory health care. Medicaid, which is a means-
planning, testing, or selling some form of long-term care tested health care program for poor persons in specific
insurance, including an employment-based group categories, pays for health care for many elderly per-
product. A survey of insurance carriers found that in sons including most who receive Supplemental Secu-
April 1987, 73 companies were selling individual long- rity Income and many whose health care costs are high
term care insurance policies (U.S. Department of Health in relation to their income (Medicaid "spend-down").

and Human Services, 1987b). Although market penetra- Medicare, which is generally available to Social Secu-
tion was relatively insignificant--since less than 2 rity recipients age 65 or older, pays for acute health
percent of the elderly had purchased policies---the rate
of growth has been phenomenal, in large part because
only a handful of companies were in the market just a 11Thefeasibility of long-termcareinsuranceas an employee benefit
few years earlier, is discussed in ChoUet and Friedland, forthcoming.
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care expenditures (hospital care and skilled nursing employers and employees finance current Social
care) under Part A and ambulatory physician services Security recipients and Part A of Medicare. Federal

under the optional Part B program. Like Social Secu- income taxes finance three-quarters of Part B of Medi-
rity, Part A of Medicare is financed from current payroll care and the federal portion of Medicaid expenditures.
taxes essentially on a pay-as-you-go basis. That is, The state portion of Medicaid funding comes from
current workers finance current benefits. One-quarter general revenues, mostly property, sales, and income
of Medicare Part B is financed through the premiums taxes. Therefore, the ratio of beneficiaries to active

paid by beneficiaries, and three-quarters is financed workers can directly affect the cost per worker or
from general revenues. Almost 31 million persons, or taxpayer. Unless the average age of retirement in-
nearly 13 percent of the U.S. population, were Medicare creases, public programs financed by active workers on

beneficiaries in 1986, and total expenditures for the a pay-as-you-go basis will continually require either
program were $74.1 billion (HHS, 1987a). greater contributions from employers and active

employees, contributions from beneficiaries, or a
Medicare does not pay for many services needed by combination of both.
chronically disabled elderly persons. Most of this care
is provided informally by family members or is paid for
directly out-of-pocket, expenses that can easily exceed a _ -_
family's resources. Medicaid has become an important

source of coverage for these services and especially for More than 70 percent of elderly individuals
nursing home care. In 1986, 10 percent of the elderly with incomes below the poverty level do not
received assistance from Medicaid. 12 Fifty percent of all receive assistance from Medicaid.
nursing home expenditures for the elderly in 1984 was

paid directly out-of-pocket; Medicaid paid for 42 _
percent; and Medicare paid for 2.1 percent (Waldo and
Lazenby, 1984).

The potential consequences of a growing number of
Medicaid is operated by the states, which are entitled to elderly persons and declining fertility on the financing
federal funding of between 50 and 83 percent of their of pay-as-you-go programs can be seen in the ratio of
expenses for medical services provided in accordance persons who are not of prime working age to those of
with federal Medicaid guidelines. States have a great prime working age (age 18 to 64). Over the next 65
deal of latitude in establishing specific eligibility rules years, the proportion of "dependents" (children under

and provider reimbursement methods and rates and in 18 and adults age 65 or older) to the number of people
determining the scope of covered services. They are of primary working age is expected to decrease gradu-
also free to cover groups of persons and services not ally as the last members of the baby boom generation
eligible for federally matching funds. Consequently, enter their working years (chart 4). The proportion of
each state's Medicaid program is different. Individuals potential dependents to the working age population is
eligible in one state might not be eligible in another, projected to decline from 62 percent in 1985 to 58
Medicaid eligibility is not conferred automatically on percent in 2010--a level similar to the decade prior to
persons whose income falls below federal poverty 1945. As the baby boom generation begins to retire, this

standards. More than 70 percent of elderly individuals proportion is projected to increase rapidly, reaching 75with incomes below the poverty level do not receive
assistance from Medicaid. 13 percent in 2035.

Employers, employees, and retirees participate in the Although referred to as a "dependency ratio," the ratio
actually exaggerates the extent of dependency across

financing of these three programs. Payroll taxes from generations. In particular, it does not adjust for the
number of employed "dependents." Nor does it adjust

12EBRItabulationsof theMarch1987CurrentPopulationSurvey. for the lifetime accumulation of assets, including
1_EBRItabulationsof theMarch1986CurrentPopulationSurvey. funded pensions, held by individuals age 65 or older or
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Chad 4

Ratio of Persons Not of Prime Working Age to Persons Age 18-64, by Age Group, 1900-2080
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Source: U.S. Departmentof Commerce,Bureauof the Censusdata andprojections.

for differences in individual health. On the other hand, percent. After the year 2000, dependency by nonwork-
a dependent parent is potentially likely to require more ers on those in the labor force is expected to increase
assistance for a much longer time than a dependent dramatically, however, as the proportion of labor force
child, participants to all others declines to 29 percent by 2055

(HHS, 1984).
Some of the shortfalls in this measurement may be
compensated by other measures of "dependency." The

The Fiscal Condition of Social SecuritySocial Security actuaries, for example, estimate the ratio
of workers paying Social Security payroll taxes to
beneficiaries. From 1960 to 1985, the ratio dropped In 1975, Social Security benefit payments were greater
from 5.1 to 3.3. Their estimates through 2060 show that than revenues received from payroll taxes. Reserves
the ratio will remain above 3 over the next 20 to 25 established for contingencies under the program were

years and then decline to about 2 over the subsequent eroding, and it appeared that the program would be
20 years, when the baby boom generation retires, bankrupt in the early 1980s. Despite legislation enacted

in 1977 to secure the trust fund for 75 years, other

The National Institute on Aging's macroeconomic- measures were soon needed. The Social Security
demographic model, however, projects a slightly Amendments of 1981 permitted, as an interim measure,
different sense of economic dependency: between 1980 interfund borrowing from the Disability Insurance fund
and the year 2000 the proportion of labor force partici- and the Hospital Insurance fund. The 1983 Social
pants age 16 and older to all persons not in the labor Security Amendments raised taxes and cut benefits,
force will increase slightly, from 40 percent in 1980 to 49 which staved off immediate bankruptcy once again and
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Table 4

-- _ _--_r Projected Medlcare Exp_y Type of Enrollment, 1988-2005
Number -_ bc_r_O BenefitPayments Costper Enrollee

Year Aged enrollees Disabledenrollees Aged enrollees Disabledenrol _es Aged Disabled

1988 29,174 2,971 $ 48,923 $ 5,986 $1,677 $ 2,015
1989 29,738 3,016 53,936 6,538 1,814 2,168
1990 30,296 3,064 59.942 7,211 1,979 2,353
1991 30,807 3,115 66,106 7,914 2,146 2,541
1992 31,270 3,167 72,485 8,657 2,318 2,734
1993 31,709 3,227 79,080 9,445 2,494 2,927
1994 32,110 3,292 86,068 10,299 2,680 3,128
1995 32,513 3,340 93,540 11,178 2.877 3,347
1996 32,837 3,398 101,200 12,117 3,082 3,566
1997 33,065 3,465 109,137 13,156 3,301 3,797
1998 33,292 3,547 117,699 14,336 3,535 4,042
1999 33,506 3,636 126,900 15,657 3,787 4,306
2000 33,740 3,735 136,738 17,119 4,053 4,583
2001 33,992 3,855 147,080 18,767 4,327 4,868
2002 34,239 3,982 157,938 20,585 4,613 5,170
2003 34,539 4,114 169,616 22,581 4,911 5,489
2004 34,861 4,247 181,963 24,725 5,220 5,822
2005 35,247 4,383 195,238 27,040 ! 5,539 6,169

Source:Unpublisheddata fromU.S. Departmentof Health andHuman Services,HealthCal • FinancingAdministration,Medicare
ActuaryDivision,Officeof the Actuary, 1987.

left the program financially sound, by the Social Secu- using the Social Security actuaries "pessimistic" as-
rity Board of Trustees' estimates, until at least 2030. TM sumptions. Under the intermediate assumptions, the

payroll tax would need to be nearly 16 percent in 2030.
Longer periods of retirement and more retirees are

likely to keep a persistent upward pressure on average Meeting Medicare's Expenses
Social Security program costs per beneficiary. Social

Security actuarial data suggest that, in real terms, the Technological advances in medicine, coupled with a
average cost per beneficiary will increase nearly 70 growing number and proportion of persons age 85 or
percent over the next 10 years, from $5,551 to $8,693 (in older, are likely to increase real Medicare program costs

1987 dollars). Continued reliance on payroll taxes to per beneficiary. Among those enrolled in programs for
keep annual revenues equal to annual expenses could the aged, expenditures per enrollee are expected to

necessitate an increase in the Old Age, Survivors, and more than double, from $1,677 in 1988 to $3,535 by 1998
Disability Insurance (OASDI) portion of the payroll tax and to more than triple by 2005 (table 4). Among the
from the current 12.1 percent (for employers and disabled, expenditures per enrollee are projected to
employees combined) to about 20 percent by 2030, triple. Consequently, the financial problems experi-

enced by the Social Security program in the early 1980s

14UndertheSocialSecurity actuaries intermediate assumptions, are expected to arise in the Medicare program within
revenue for the programfrompayrolltaxesand taxationof the next 10 years. Projections of Medicare's financial

benefitswillnot meet costs as earlyas 2020;however,the contin- status, under intermediate assumptions, suggest that
gency fundwill not be depleteduntil2055. Under pessimistic the Hospital Insurance trust fund will begin to experi-assumptions, revenues willbe less than costsin 2015,with the
trustfund technically exhausted in 2090. ence deficits in 1995. Under pessimistic assumptions,
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deficits appear in 1991. Under both assumptions, the ated by just over 6 percent of Medicaid's 21.8 million
trust fund will be technically bankrupt just after the recipients. Estimates of Medicaid expenditures through
turn of the 21st century (HHS, 1987e). the year 2000 made by the Health Care Financing

Administration (HCFA) indicate that Medicaid will

The financial shortfall in the Medicare program, assum- reduce its portion of financing hospital, physician, and

ing no changes in Medicare law, has been projected to nursing home care but will increase its portion of
be more than $5 billion in 1990 (Holahan and Palmer, financing all other care, including home health care

1987). By the year 2000, the annual revenue shortfall (HHS, 1987a). Total Medicaid expenditures, however,
may be nearly 0.6 percent of GNP, or $34 billion (in 1990 are expected to increase over the next 14 years at a
GNP terms), and by the time the first half of the baby slower rate than the projected overall increase in health
boom has become eligible for Medicare (2020) the care costs through the year 2000. This is predicated on
annual shortfall will be more than $90 billion, is the assumption that states will continue to contain their

health care costs.

Containing Medicaid Expenditures

Longer life expectancies, without reductions in the _ _
probability of chronic disability, ensure that more
individuals will need long-term care assistance. Over Over the next 25 years---before the baby boom
the next 25 years---before most of the baby boom generation is age 65---the demand for institu-
generation is age 65---the demand for institutional long- tional long-term care services is projected to in-
term care services is projected to increase 73 percent,
and the demand for noninstitutional care is projected to crease 73 percent, and the demand for noninsti-
increase 66 percent over the amount of care now tutional care is projected to increase 66 percent
provided (Manton and Liu, 1984). Shortages of services over the amount of care now provided.
in light of this growing demand will continue to put

upward pressures on the cost of these services. 16 4,, _

Medicaid is not likely to avoid increases in these costs.

In 1986, more than 36 percent of the $44 billion in total States have been able to contain their Medicaid costs in
Medicaid payments went to pay for nursing home care large part by reducing access to health care services.
(HHS 1987a). Most of these expenditures were gener- Access can be denied either by lowering income or asset

eligibility standards for potential recipients or by
restricting the availability of services. Availability of

is Thisis in 1990GNP terms,basedon applying theprojected long-term care services can either be restricted directly
percentageof theshortfallas a percentageof GNPin that by denying approval for the construction or license of
yearto theexpected GNPin 1990(Holahanand Palmer,1987).

16Theaveragecostof a day of carein an intermediatecarenursing the service or by providing a reimbursement rate that
facilityvariedin 1985froma low of $43.83in theSouth to a high of does not allow for a normal or market rate of return.
$63.33in theNortheastor, on averagenationwide,$1,442a month

(Strahan,1987). Thecostof home healthcarevaries,dependingon Unless there are substantial improvements in thethe durationand scopeof servicesfor eachvisit,but caneasily
range from$10 a visit tomore than twice the dailycostof a elderly's health status, increased numbers of very old
nursinghomestay. Cumulatively,the cost of long-termcarecan persons are likely to demand services and bid up the
beexpensive. Since43percentof the elderlyhaveincomes that are COStfor long-term care services, beginning long before
less than twice the federalpovertylevel, it is not surprisingthat the baby boom generation becomes elderly. Highernursinghomecarecan leadto impoverishment. A study of
nursinghome admissionsin Massachusettsfound that63percent COSTSfor these services are likely to increase Medicaid
of personsaged 66or older living aloneand 37percentof couples expenditures for those currently eligible for Medicaid
with a spouse admitted to a nursinghomewere impoverishedand and also to increase the possibility of more persons
qualifiedfor Medicaidbenefits within 13weeksafter the admis- becoming impoverished and joining the Medicaidsion. Withinone year, 57percentof couplesand 83percentof in-
dividualswere impoverished(U.S.Congress,1985a). program. State legislators may find themselves in a
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situation in which access to long-term care requires Women who reduce their work hours, change jobs, or
either authorizing a larger portion of the state's budget leave the labor force to become caregivers may be less
to the Medicaid program or increasing the state's likely during their retirement years to afford health care
overall budget by raising taxes, that is not covered by Medicare (other health insur-

mace). In addition, such women are more likely to need

_- Mounting Pressures on Employees and long-term care, since they tend to report lower health
status mad more chronic conditions than men of the

Retirees same age (Verbrugge, 1982).

Demographic and familial changes and employer and
public policy responses to them will directly affect
employees and retirees. Labor market costs that initiate -'_ _ ° _-_
changes in the way goods and services are produced

could result in the displacement of workers with Providing long-term care for aging family
inadequate or obsolete skills. Employees will also be members particularly affects women: more

affected by any necessary increases in taxes to support than 70 percent of informal caregivers are
public expenditures, while retirees are likely to be
affected by any changes in public program benefits. In women.
the meantime, more persons will be affected by the
issues surrounding dependent and long-term care. _- -_ _

Providing long-term care for aging family members

particularly affects women: more than 70 percent of As employees more fully recognize the strain that
informal caregivers are women. 17As mothers, women caregiving places on their own as well as their families'
who leave the work force to raise children typically lives, they may place pressure on employers to make
lower their earnings potential (Fuchs, 1983). Conse- changes in benefits that accommodate caregiving.
quently, as daughters or daughters-in-law, they may Moreover, as more employees and the public recognize
have fewer disincentives to leave the labor market again the limits to Medicare and private insurance coverage,
(since their wages are likely to be lower than their there may be a growing pressure to expand long-term
husbands') to care for an elderly parent. As younger care financing mechanisms--both public mad private.
spouses, women are also more likely to become care-

givers of their ailing husbands. As spouses and as _ Conclusion
widows, women are more likely to bear the financial
burden of uncovered expenses incurred by a husband's
illness. TMWomen tend to marry men older than them- Prolonged declining fertility rates, reduced mortality
selves, and, because of their longer life expectancy, will without commensurate declines in illness, increased
continue to comprise a disproportionate share of the labor force participation of women, and the propensity
single elderly. Among persons age 65 to 74 living in the to retire earlier are the primary demographic trends
community, the ratio of women to men in 1985 was 1.3, likely to affect publicly financed programs, employers,
and among persons age 85 or older, the ratio of women mad, consequently, employees and retirees. Longer life
to men was 2.0. TM expectancies and earlier retirement increase the dura-

tion of retirement, while reduced mortality without
commensurate declines in illness means that more

17EBRItabulationsof the1982Long-TermCareSurvey,publicuse
database,U.S.Departmentof Health and Human Services. retired persons will need assistance with activities

18Usinglongitudinaldata,it has beenestimatedthatwidows havea essential for independent living.
30percentgreaterlikelihoodof becomingimpoverished than they

would haveif their husbandhad not died (Holden,Burkhauser, The increase in the number of persons with chronicand Myers, 1986).
19EBRItabulationsof the Bureauof theCensusMarch1985Current disabilities who are likely to need assistance has fo-

PopulationSurvey. cused attention on financing options for long-term care.
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Long-term care for chronic disabilities is the single program's financial integrity through at least 2030.
source of health care expenditures that is likely to be Medicare is projected to experience financial difficulties
catastrophic for the largest number of persons. Private by 1995, and Medicaid, despite the growing number of
options for insuring against the financial costs of long- persons likely to need assistance, is expected to con-
term care are becoming available, but many elderly tinue to contain program expenditures by restricting
persons will be unable to afford the premiums or are access to health care.
ineligible for the insurance because of their age or
health status. Long-term care insurance is much more The insolvency of the Medicare program and actions by
likely to be affordable if persons are willing to purchase states to contain Medicaid expenditures will precede
it early in their lives; however, most persons have not the retirement of the baby boom generation that is now
had much exposure to this insurance or are just begin- between age 22 and 42. Population projections indicate
ning to become aware of it as the market emerges, that in 2030 the retirement of this cohort will increase

the elderly population by 140 percent, increase the
portion of elderly by 21 percent, and increase the

O • proportion of persons age 85 or older to 5 percent of the
population.

For many, the inability of the private market to

facilitate widespread insurance protection, Declining fertility rates will also slow the growth rate of
the labor force and therefore potential taxpayers and

particularly for middle income Americans, consumers. Projections to the year 2000 place the
will likely be viewed as a market failure that annual growth rate at around 1.2 percent--less than
necessitates direct public intervention, one-half the average growth rate throughout the 1970s.

Projections of annual growth rates beyond the year 2000
O _ are even smaller (0.27 percent through 2055). Relatively

tighter labor markets are likely to raise the cost of labor
to employers. Employer responses to these increases

For many, the inability of the private market to facilitate are likely to vary---depending partly on the products
widespread insurance protection, particularly for produced--but for most employers the cost of produc-
middle income Americans, will likely be viewed as a tion is likely to rise.
market failure that necessitates direct public interven-
tion. Long Term Care '88, for example, is a national Tighter labor markets could also result in lowered
campaign of 83 organizations, including the American minimum hiring standards. Concern about the quality
Association of Retired Persons (AARP), aimed at of future workers has already prompted some larger
educating presidential candidates about the need to employers to focus attention and money on the public
address long-term care in their campaigns, school system. More than 64 percent of 130 major

corporations recently surveyed ranked primary and
Declining fertility rates, combined with longer life secondary education as their major concern, an increase
expectancies, have increased the number of elderly from 42 percent two years earlier (The Conference
persons in relation to the nonelderly. In 1900, 4 percent Board, 1988). Even if wages are not driven up, training
of the population was age 65 or older; in 1988, the costs (including remedial education) may raise the unit
elderly represent more than 12 percent of the popula- cost of labor.
tion. As the number of elderly persons grows relative
to the number of nonelderly, the financing of public As the composition of the labor force changes, employ-
programs such as Social Security, Medicare, and ers are likely to experience new pressures from employ-
Medicaid becomes an increasingly important public ees to consider a different mix of employee benefits.
policy issue. Social Security benefits have already been Two aspects of this change include the larger number of
reduced and taxes increased by the 1977 and the 1983 working mothers and the increased number of adults

Social Security Amendments to help maintain the with a chronically ill parent or family member. Most of
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the growth in the labor market has been among women Financing of Long-Term Care." In Richard M. Scheffler and
in general and women with children in particular. Louis F. Rossiter, eds. Private Sector Involvement in Health
Since women born during the baby boom are still in Care:Advances in Health Economics and_HealthServices
their childbearing years, the demand for day care is Research 9. Greenwich, CT:JAI Press, forthcoming.

The Conference Board. News release on Community Af-
likely to increase in the short run. fairs: 1987-90, January 12,1988.
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new employees and new taxpayers but also mean that RetireeHealth Benefits. Washington, DC: Employee Benefit
there will be fewer adults to assist parents and family Research Institute, 1987.
members with chronic disabilities. Longer life expec- Employee Benefit Research Institute. America in Transition:
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Take A Step Toward More
Effective Employee Benefit Communication...

...Give your employees a solid base of knowledge to appreciate
the specific benefits you provide. Get this complete,

3-step program on benefit basics.

Step 1:
Create employee interest in the value of

benefits. Reach a wide audience with videotapes of "A Guide to Your Employee
Benefits" from a national benefits expert. Dallas Salisbury, president of the re-
spected Employee Benefit Research Institute, presents key features of 34 benefit

topics. "° Reinforce learning with the
added convenience of audio cassettes. The same information in a more flexible

mode. Ideal for use in and out of the work place---at home, while commuting or

exercising.., anywhere! -° Provide a

proven resource for ongoing use by benefit professionals and employees. Funda-

mentals of Employee Benefit Programs, the
popular primer used in corporate training
programs, expands on the detail and infor-
mation in Steps I & 2. Covers the whole
range of benefit programs and issues in
clear, nontechnical language. Health in-
surance, pensions, flexible benefits, 401(k)s,
child care, HMOs, and more. Explains
rules, tax treatment, and how programs fit
together. No one does it better.

Order the complete package (VAF1)today: An
$80.00value for only $59.95!Or order separately:
Videotape $49.95,Audio cassette $14.95,
FundamentalsofEmployeeBenefitPrograms$15.00.
Satisfactionguaranteed or your money back. prohq.ao,,_,tm video&Fundamen=_Oncomor====ranSng.

Call TollFree '_T 800-354-5425...wait for tone...then dial327425,or write
B488 EBRI-ERF,2121KSt.,NW, Suite600, Washington,DC 20037-2121.



The Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, public
policy research organization based in Washington, DC. Established in 1978, EBRI
provides educational and research materials to employers, employees, retired workers,

public officials, members of the press, academics, and the general public. The Employee
Benefit Research Institute Education and Research Fund (EBRI-ERF) is a nonprofit, non-

partisan education and research organization established by EBRI in 1979. EBRI-ERF
produces and distributes a wide range of educational publications concerning health,
welfare, and retirement policies. Through their books, policy forums, and monthly
subscription service, EBRI and EBRI-ERF contribute to the formulation of effective and
responsible health, welfare, and retirement policies. EBRI and EBRI-ERF have--and
seek-- a broad base of support among interested individuals and organizations, as well
as among private-sector companies with interests in employee benefits education, re-
search, and public policy.

EBRI Issue Brief and Employee Benefit Notes ( a monthly newsletter featuring the latest
news on legislation, corporate trends, statistics, events, and reviews in the field of
employee benefits) are published by the Employee Benefit Research Institute Education
and Research Fund with the assistance of the staff of the Employee Benefit Research

Institute. For information concerning periodical subscriptions or other publications,
contact EBRI-ERF Publications, 2121 K Street, NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20037-
2121, (202) 659-0670.
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